
GateCrafters.com Universal MyQ Gate Opener adaptation kit 

 

This kit is designed by GateCrafters.com to utilize Liftmaster’s MyQ system on any gate opener. Liftmaster created a kit for 

converting garage door openers to be compatible with MyQ however it does not adapt gate openers. Gate Crafters, being the 

experts in gate automation, has made the necessary additions and changes to the Liftmaster garage door kit to adapt it to 

gate openers.  

In addition to this kit being able to operate any gate opener it also bring a new level of certainty to the open/close status. 

MyQ when built into a gate opener utilizes the control boards indication of reaching the closed position to indicate the gate as 

closed. The Adaption kit provided by Gate Crafters utilizes a magnetic reed switch similar to that of an alarm system.  

When MyQ is built into a circuit board and uses the board for indication of open or close two scenarios could prevent true 

knowledge of open or close status. If the piston is in the closed position by removed from the gate the gate could be manually 

swung open without the knowledge of the home owner or indication from the MyQ app. Also if the close position changes 

due to malfunction of the board or movement on the brackets the gate may be slightly ajar without the MyQ app indicating it 

as such.   

With the Gate Crafters kit a reed switch indicates open or closed. This means the physical gate being closed and not the closed 

status of the opener is what is notifying the MyQ app of status. If the gate opener is removed or closed position changes the 

gate wont reach the switch and the user will know that physical gate is no longer fully closed. 

 

Considerations for MyQ usage: 

 

 The MyQ WiFi hub must be plugged into an outlet. The outlet must either be in an enclosed area or have a weatherproof 

plug cover (this applies to any transformers being used outdoors, not exclusive to this system) 

 The MyQ WiFi hub my connect to your WiFi network (use a laptop, phone, or other WiFi enabled device to find range of 

your homes WiFi network) 

 The MyQ WiFi hub sends a 315 mhz signal to the provided 312HM receiver that will be attached to your gate opener. The 

312HM has a range of about 100 feet—300 feet depending on radio interference factors.  

 The MyQ WiFi hub must be kept out of the weather. If the gate is within wireless radio  range from the garage  the WiFi 

hub can be mounted in the garage and plugged into an outlet in that location. If the WiFi network is strong enough to 

reach the gate it can be placed in the control box of the gate opener. If the WiFi hub is being located in-between the 

house and the gate to utilize an outlet please purchase a weather proof box at a home improvement store.  

 The 312HM receiver must be kept out of the elements and at the gate. Mount it inside the gate opener control box. If you 

are utilizing the receiver to increase the range of the system  you will need a waterproof box to keep the receiver in.  

 The 312HM receiver can have its wires to the gate opener extended by up to 500 feet, this is a great way to extend the 

range of the system. If your WiFi is limited or your access to an outlet to plug in the WiFi hub is limited to near the house 

and the gate is beyond wireless radio range the 312HM receiver can be mounted within range of the WiFi hub and low 

voltage wire used up to 500 feet to connect to the gate opener.   

 IMPORTANT Safety Considerations: MyQ will allow for your gate to be opened or closed remotely. Only use this device 

on gate openers that have entrapment prevention safety devices installed, car detection safety devices installed and 

are properly maintained and tested for obstruction force sensing. The WiFi hub will make an audile beep for 3 seconds 

prior to the gate opener moving after receiving the signal, however do not rely on this indicator as a preventative 

measure instead of proper safety devices.  



Mount your sensor.  

The sensor board communicates wireless to the WiFi hub. If needed the white wire from the sensor to the sensor board inside the 

water tight box can be extended through splicing to get the sensor board closer to the WiFi hub. 

 

Mount the Aluminum angle for the sensor and magnet to your gate leafs (dual gate) or gate and post (single gate) using self tap-

ping screws or other appropriate hardware (depending on material of posts or gate) 

The black end of the sensor should be no more than 1 inch from the magnet when the gate is in the closed position. When the sen-

sor moves away from the magnet the app will indicate the gate is no longer closed. 

Wire the receiver to your gate opener:  

Use the chart on the next page to determine what terminals your receiver should connect to on your gate opener:  



 #1 #2 #3 #4 Jumper Position 

Apollo 835/836 GND 12V GND INP 12 

NICE 1050 (10)GND (11) V+ (41)GND (38)(39)Open/Cl 12 

ES 1000D/H GND 12V Push1 COM 12 

ES 300/500 GND 24V Push1 COM 24 

ES/ESC 1600 GND 24V Push1 COM 24 

ES Allegiant GND V+ PUSH COM 12 

ES 1100/1102 #12 #11 #13 #1 12 

E-SL 450/BD GND +24V GND PUSH 24 

E-SL1800 (6) GND (8) 24V (2) GND (1) OPEN 24 

Mighty Mule Battery - Battery + COM CYCLE 12 

GTO/PRO Battery - Battery + COM CYCLE 12 

Sentry 300 J2 Pin2 J2 Pin1 J2 Pin2 J2 Pin3 12 

Patriot #2 #1 #2 #3 12 

CSW200 /SL3000 (5) Radio - (7) Radio + (5) Radio - (6) Radio 24 

FAAC FSL/W700 Radio - 24 Radio +24 Radio com Radio N.O. 24 

OLD LA400  Acc Pwr 24- Acc Pwr +24 SBC COM 24 

OLD LA412 Acc Pwr 12- Acc Pwr 12+ SBC Cnrl Pwr 12 





Connect the WiFi hub to your WiFi network and down-

load the Liftmaster MYQ app to your phone. Follow the 

steps in the yellow card found with your kit (seen to the 

left) 



Manual Programming 
 
 
 

 
 
These are the steps to follow to program the MyQ system through the smartphone App. 
 

Click on Add New Device             Then Add New Place 
 

           
 

Enter the serial number         After hitting Submit                Name your place 
Located on the bottom         this screen should                 and click Save 
of the MyQ Hub                             appear 
      

               
 



 

Next we have to Add the door       
monitor and the receiver by 
clicking the + sign in the upper      Click on                                   
right corner                                     Add Device to Home               Click Garage Door Operator 
 

               
 
 

Click on Yes            Click Next                               It should then sync with the 
                                                                                                       door monitor 

              
 



Click on the 
(tap to select) Choose Liftmaster Click Purple Learn Button 
 

                  
 
Press and release the learn       The gate opener should 
button on your receiver and         then open and this screen          
then click “I have pressed the       should appear. Name your         
program button”                            device and click Save 

          
 

It should then show the               The gate can be closed 
the OPEN position                      also by touching the garage door icon 

                                  
 


